
HOW TO WRITE A REFLECTIVE JOURNAL FOR VISUAL ARTS

The Reflective Journal is a body of work reflecting the candidate's exposure to the theory samples, photographs,
interviews, critiques, descriptive and personal aspects of Visual Arts in the Caribbean through a study of the work done
and.

I printed my booklet onto thick brown card to add a more rustic effect as Great Yarmouth was a worn down,
tired looking place. Then studying my research to narrow down anything common, similar or linked. For my
response I went out looking at the idea of light and dark. Without knowing the brief I brought a plastic Barbie
doll, a stuffed toy and a ceramic jewellery stand. Firstly we drew out the shape of the letter and painted a
sandy background to the letter created from brown sugar and paint. The students own experience in the use of
particular materials and process. I went out with my camera and began to take photos of a variety of building,
holes, trees, roots, drains, walls, bricks, pavements, rivers, sky and reflections. Help them to identify the
resources they need and whee to find them 4. They will conduct research. When arriving on the course I was
very overwhelmed having come straight from an extended diploma. The key was being organised. The Journal
should contain approximately words and must be presented in a booklet no smaller than 21cm x 30 cm and no
larger than 30cm x 40 cm. At first I found this project quiet challenging. Working with Harriet was so much
fun, as we were both completely in our element with this project. They will describe. Preparation and process.
I came up with my final design when thinking about how fast time disappears therefore having the clocks
disappear as time is ticking away. Here are some tips to help you prepare your students ;: 1. A brief statement
outlining reasons for selecting the Expressive Form. The assignment was designed to generate visual ideas and
begin to use lateral thinking, rather than literal thinking. A definition of terms and concepts used in the
Journal. Around the outside of the letter we placed a thick border of hundreds and thousands sprinkles to add
to the fallen ice cream metaphor. Be as creative as possible. We finally presented our final piece onto a large
A2 sheet of gold card. This blog is for us! I took a series of photographs of my collection in many different
composition styles. I have printed my magazine on a thin paper stock to reflect the style of a newspaper or free
magazine found on the subway. This idea came to me when experimenting with photocopying. Never assume
that the students know what to do.


